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General Features of the Tertiary System.
Overlying the prevailing sandstones, limestones, shales,
and coal beds of the Mesozoic Period are to be found vast
accumulations of clays, sands, gravel, marls, calcareous
grits, limestones, gypsum, and lignites, of either marine or
fresh-water origin. These accumulations, as a rule, do
not present the same features as those of the older rocks,
inasmuch as the process of consolidation and metamorphism,
excepting in rare instances, is far less complete. The
rocks generally are loose and incoherent, and their exposed
surfaces are less able to resist the weathering and denuding
influences of air and water.
It is also manifest, from a study of these accumula-
tions in various countries, that for the most part they were
deposited within limited and comparatively shallow basins,
whether as sediments of fresh-water lakes, river beds,
estuaries, or seas. The frequent changes exhibited in the
order and composition of their beds also indicate that they
were often subjected to sudden changes of level, per-
mitting the same limited areas to be successively and
alternately invaded by the organisms of sea and land
within a comparatively short period of time. These
changes in some countries, as in France, America, Aus-
tralia, and Tasmania, are further greatly complicated by
widespread eruptions of basalts and associated tuffs, both
of which are often interstratified in thin regular sheets
over wide areas with the more common aqueous accumu-
lations of sand, clay, hgnite, marl, and pebble drifts. In
Australia, Tasmania, and also in Scotland (leaf-beds of
MuU) these basalts and their tuffs are most intimately
associated with leaf-beds. In Tasmania, notably at
Breadalbane, there is abundant evidence of the destruction
sub-aerially of perfect forests of conifers and angiosperms,
by vast outbursts of scoriae and volcanic dust, such as that
remarkable outburst which has recently buried and
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destroyed a ricli vegetation in the vicinity of Mount
Tarawera in New Zealand.
Although from the evolutionist's point of view it would
be unreasonable to look for a break or hiatus in the
continuity of physical and organic processes connected
with the succession of rocks and organic life as regards
the whole globe, still it must be borne in mind, in respect
of any one region, that breaks of a very remarkable
character do occur ; and although evidences are becoming
more and more abundant that the local break involves
merely a shift of the conditions to other regions where the
threads of continuity are maintained, yet such is the
obscurity caused by our ignorance of the direction, extent,
and exact sequence of these local shifts, and such are the
complications brought about by the commingling of
migratory forms from different sources in the successive
provinces invaded, that we are still involved in much con-
fusion respecting the true sequence of the rocks and
organisms of different regions.
This confusion is intensified by the general tendency
among geologists, in widely separated provinces, and,
indeed, in opposite hemispheres, to aim at fixing parallel
limits too closely,—not only with the great systematic
divisions of Europe, where the sequence and boundaries of
rock systems were first closely studied, but also with a
definite number of minor subdivisions which strictly can
only be of local value. Whereas, if due regard be paid to
questions concerning unbroken continuity of laws or forces
in operation*, and the inevitable constant successive inter-
weaving of organisms in different regions from many
independent centres of origin, forming new groups of asso-
ciation, we should be led to expect that the slow spread of
* " As all the living forms of life are the lineal descendants of those which
lived long before the Cambrian epoch, we may feel certain that the
ordinai'y succession by generation has never been broken, and that no
cataclysm has desolated the whole world." (Darwin
—
Origin of Species,
6th ed., 1875, p. 428.)
" Upon any theory of ' evolution,' at any rate, it is certain that there can
be no total break in the great series of the stratified deposits, but that there
must have been a complete continuity of life, and a more or leis complete
continuity of deposition from the Laurentian period to the present day.
There was, and could have been, no such continuity in any one given area,
but the chain could never have been snapped at one point and taken up at
a wholly different one. The links must have been forged in different places,
but the chain, nevertheless, remained unbroken." (Dr. H. A. Nicholson
—
Manual of PaloBontoloqy^ 2nd ed., 1879, pp. 49-60.)
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persistent terrestrial forms of life to the antipodes of their
origin would probably in most cases occupy a vast period
of time ; and consequently the typical forms of a given
horizon in one hemisphere should rather be sought in a
succeeding horizon in the opposite hemisphere, and vice
versa ; and the equivalents of a given subdivision in one
geographical province are more likely to be indicated by
the local breaks of far distant regions rather than by any
local division represented, with which alliances are too
frequently sought on the strength of the association of
two or three typical genera which they may happen to
possess in common.
The danger of this common tendency has already been
fully discussed under classification and nomenclature of
the Mesozoic period.'' The great difficulty of correlating
widely separated provinces, by reference to the association
of typical organisms of any one distant region, is in no
way concerned with absolute contemporaneity/, for that
might be reconciled by the theory of homo taxis, as defined
by Professor Huxley.
The conception of the commingling of types from widely
separated independent centres of origin—a most probable
one—frustrates any attempt by the usual references to fix
the sequence and exact relationship of^the rocks of widely
separated countries.
Towards the close of the Mesozoic period, and during
the Tertiary period, physical, climatic, and organic changes
of a remarkable character took place, both in the northern
and southern hemispheres. Dr. Geikie states that some
of the most colossal disturbances of the terrestrial crust of
which any record remains took place within the Tertiary
period ; and adds : " Not only was the floor of the
cretaceous sea upraised into lowlands, with lagoons,
estuaries, and lakes, but throughout the heart of the Old
World, from the Pyrenees to Japan, the bed of the early
Tertiary or nummulitic sea was upheaved into a succes-
sion of giant mountains, some portions of that sea floor
now standing at a height of at least 16,500 feet above the
sea." In the southern hemisphere there is no evidence of
Tertiary marine beds having been found at a greater
altitude than 2000 feet above the existing sea level, but
the almost continuous mass of marine formations in Aus-
tralasia, from Cape York to Tasmania, testify of the won-
» Proc. Roy. Soc, of Tas., 1886, (pp. 164-169 ;;^181-182).
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derful physical changes that have taken place in this
region within the periods. In Wallace's Island Life,
pp. 460-467, a most graphic account is given of these
changes with respect to their influence upon the spread of
organic life. The conclusions arrived at by Mr. Wallace
and ProfessoV Hutton, based upon these terrestrial changes,
throw much light upon the problems connected with the
origin and spread of existing forms of life throughout
Australasia, and the writer cannot do better than reproduce
an abstract of Mr. Wallace's views in his own words
;
thus, p. 462 : " If we imagine the greater part of North
Australia to have been submerged beneath the ocean, from
which it rose in the middle or latter part of the Tertiary
period, offering an extensive area ready to be covered by
such suitable forms of vegetation as could first reach it,
something hke the present condition of things would
inevitably arise . . . The existence in North and
North-east Australia of enormous areas covered with
Cretaceous and other Secondary deposits, as well as exten-
sive Tertiary formations, lends support to the view that
during very long epochs temperate Australia was cut off
from close connection with the tropical and northern lands
by a wide extent of sea ; and this isolation is exactly
what was required in order to bring about the wonderful
amount of specialisation and the high development mani-
fested by the typical Australian flora
. .
." From a
study of the South-eastern and South-western Austrahan
flora he also infers that the "facts clearly point to the
conclusion that South-western Australia is the remnant of
the more extensive and more isolated portion of the con-
tinent in which the peculiar Australian flora was prin-
cipally developed. The existence there of a very large
area of granite—800 miles in length by nearly 500 in
maximum width—indicate such extension ; for this granitic
mass was certainly buried under piles of stratified rock,
since denuded, and then formed the nucleus of the old
Western Australian continent. But while this rich and
peculiar flora was in process of formation, the eastern
portion (the Cordillera) of the continent must either have
been widely separated from the western, or had, perhaps,
not yet risen from the ocean. If we examine the geo-
logical map of Australia ... we shall see good reason
to conclude that the eastern and western divisions of the
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country first existed as separate islands, and only became
united at a comparatively recent epoch. This is indicated
by an enormous stretch of Cretaceous and Tertiary forma-
tion extending from the Gulf of Carpentaria completely
across the continent to the mouth of the Murray River*.
During the Cretaceous period, therefore, and probably
throughout a considerable portion of the Tertiary epoch,
there must have been a wide arm of the sea occupying
this area, dividing the great mass of land on the west—the
true seat and origin of the typical AustraHan flora—from
a long but narrow belt of land on the east, indicated by
the continuous mass of Secondary and Palaeozoic forma-
tions already referred to, which extend uninterruptedly
from Tasmania to Cape York. Whether this formed one
continuous land, or was broken up into islands, cannot be
positively determined ; but the fact that no marine Tertiary
beds occur in the whole of this area (*) renders it probable
that it was almost, if not quite continuous, and that it not
improbably extended across to what is now New Guinea."
. . . The eastern and the western islands . . .
would then differ considerably in their vegetation and
animal life. The western and more ancient land already
possessed in its main features the peculiar AustraHan flora,
and also the ancestral forms of its strange marsupial fauna,
both of which it had probably received at some earlier
epoch by a temporary union with the Asiatic continent
over what is now the Java Sea. Eastern Australia, on the
other hand, possessed only the rudiments of its existing
mixed flora, derived from three distinct sources.
" Some important fragments of the typical Australian
vegetation had reached it across the marine strait, and
had spread widely, owing to the soil, climate, and general
conditions being exactly suited to it ; from the north and
north-east a tropical vegetation of Polynesian type had
occupied suitable areas in the north ; while the extension
of the Tasmanian peninsula, accompanied probably, as now,
with lofty mountains, favoured the immigration of south
* The discovery at Table Cape and elsewhere of the marine beds of Eocene
age, similar to those of the Murray, indicate the extension of this old
Tertiary sea to Northern Tasmania. (R. M. J.)
* The Heathy Valley limestones of Tertiary age on Flinders' Island, and
other marine deposits on several of the connecting islands in the eastern
portion of Bass' Strait, indicate the probable occurrence of one or two
minor straits, as at prosent. (R. M. J.)
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temperate forms from whatever Antarctic lands or islands
then existed. The marsupial fauna had not yet entered
this eastern land, which was, however, occupied in the
north by some ancestral struthious birds,, which had
reached it by way of New Guinea through some very
ancient continental extension, and of which the emu, the
cassowaries, the extinct Dromornis of Queensland, and
the moas and kiwis of New Zealand, are the modified
descendants."
From this interesting sketch of the earlier condition of
Australasia much may be learned respecting the vast
extent of the terrestrial changes which have taken place
since the close of the Mesozoic period. It is also obvious
that the changes in the alternation of sea and land in the
northern hemisphere, and the character of the typical
organisms which occupied the areas determined by these
changes, must present strikmg differences as compared
with contemporaneous changes in the southern hemis-
phere ; and that, while on the broad lines of epochs or
systems there may be many points of agreement, it would
scarcely be wise to expect that the subdivisions of the
period should offer any approach to agreement either
with respect to their extent or number ; and, as regards
the terrestrial life of these subdivisions, we must also be
prepared to expect wide differences, although agreeing in
some of the broader distinctions which in a general way
mark the Mesozoic and Tertiary epochs.
The nature and composition of the formations have
already been referred to. As regards the life of the
period, the most distinguishing features observed in con-
trast with the preceding one are the introduction of types
of life which characterise the existing period. We find
that the reign of the lycopods, cycads, and yew-like conifers
has given way to that of the beech, oak, elm, willow,
cinnamon, banksia, eucalyptus, and other angiosperms.
This transition, it is true, was not abrupt, for the dawn
of the new types had already made an appearance in
many countries towards the close of the Mesozoic period
(Cretaceous). The ammonites, belemnites, inocerami,
scaphites, and other characteristic types of the Mesozoic
rocks, disappear or sink into insignificance^ and their places
are taken by molluscs closely resembling existing forms,
and belonging in most cases to identical genera. Towards
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the close of the period a great part of the species are
found to be identical with existing forms. The great
dominant reptiles and batrachians, which gave such a
singular character to the Secondary period by their num-
bers and variety, have mostly disappeared from the scene,
and their places are occupied by the placental and aplacental
mammahan types, most of which prevail to the present
day. The placental forms, however, are almost entirely
unrepresented in the Australasian region, but there instead
the aplacental or pouched animals of the kangaroo and
wombat type have attained their highest state of develop-
ment in size, number, and differentiation. Such being the
case, it is clear that, whatever agreement there may be
found to exist within the Tertiary period, the subdivisions
of the epoch in opposite hemispheres cannot offer a very
close correspondence with each other, and the associated
forms of life typical of a given formation in one hemisphere
would be of little assistance in approximating the boun-
daries or relationships of any of the subdivisions of the
other hemisphere.
Classification.
The only general standard for determining the respective
subdivisions of the epoch is the local order of succession of
distinct formations, aided, as regards the life of the period,
by relationship with existing types as indicated by the per-
centage of forms which are in common.
This latter method has been adopted with success by
European geologists, so far as it is applied locally. For
purposes of classification the shell-bearing molluscs are
generally selected as the most useful and convenient elass
of organisms, because they are so abundant and so per-
fectly preserved in all countries, both in land, freshwater,
and marine deposits ; and are, moreover, from their
diversity of specific form, with numerous varieties produced
by change of habitat, so useful in indicating the changing
conditions of their environments.
It is true the persistency of certain forms and the varia-
bility of others cause perplexity at times; but, upon the
whole, the evidences of the conditions under which they
lived and of their succession offer greater facilities for the
proper classification of rocks than are presented by any
other class of organisms.
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This is the reason why Lyell based his original classifi-
cation of the European Tertiary strata—Eocene, Miocene,
and Pliocene—mainly upon the evidence of the testaceous
mollusca.
By relation to existing species he arranged the known
European beds into three principal groups, named on the
basis of the percentage of living forms to be found in
them.
Thus, the order of the three divisions was classed as




Eocene fdawn of (recent) life) 1 to 3|
Miocene fless (proportion of recent) lifeJ 17 to 30
Pliocene (more (proportion of recent) life) 36 to 98
In the first edition of the Principles of Geology, Lyell








Older PHocene (Pliocene) 35 to 50
Newer Pliocene (Pleistocene) 90 to 95
The two latter groups are now for the most part linked
together under the name Pliocene, and a fresh subdivision,
absorbing a portion of the Lower Miocene and Upper
Eocene, has been adopted very generally in Europe,
termed " Oligocene."
The percentages given, however, are not to be taken too
rigidly, for Lyell has himself stated that since the time
when the original classification was made (1830) "the
number of known shells, both recent and fossil, has largely
increased, and their identification has been more accu-
rately determined. Hence some modifications have been
required in the classifications founded on less perfect
materials."
Generally, then, it may be well to consider that the
Eocene includes those formations in which living species
represent an extremely small proportion of the testaceae ;
Miocene, those in which the extinct species exceed those
haying living representatives ; and Pliocene, those in
which the extinct species bear a smaller proportion than
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the associated species having hving representatives. The
manifest objection to the use of such terms for the classifi-
cation of subdivisions of the Tertiary period throughout
the world is, that it fixes the number of subdivisions ; and
as it is very improbable that characteristic groups in
different countries, especially in opposite hemispheres, will
be found on stratigraphic and organic grounds to maintain
anything approaching a natural division into three, or
even four or more groups, the terms are often a hindrance.
For example, in Australia and Tasmania the marine
deposits, though very extensive, do not reappear again
and again throughout the epoch, and there are no means,
therefore, of determining with satisfaction the exact posi-
tion of the extensive leaf-bed and lignite formations* such
as might be obtained if the latter were intercalated with
successive marine deposits showing marked differences of
percentage of species having living representatives, as in
Europe. In this region, the adoption of the European
classification would be most unsuitable and very deceptive.
It is apparent, therefore, that for Australasia a broader
distinction between the older and younger Tertiary deposits
is absolutely necessary ; and as the terms Palceogene and
Neogene have already been recognised as indicating the
older and younger Tertiaries respectively, they have been
adopted by the author as most suitable for the classifica-
tion of these rocks in Australia and Tasmania.
This arrangement is all the more necessary when we
come to consider that the introduction of the fourth group,
" Oligocene," between the Eocene and Miocene, is by
many geologists deemed to be doubtful and arbitrary even
as apphed to Enghsh rocks, although fairly justifiable for
some of the formations in France, Germany, and in other
European countries. It is also advisable to make the
broader classification for other reasons, for there is still
much that is uncertain in the groupings of English and
other European countries.
Mr. Starkie Gardiner has repeatedly drawn attention
to the unsatisfactory classification of the vegetable deposits
of Europe, and has given many weighty reasons for revis-
» The attempt to determine the exact age of these deposits by the aid of
successive flows or sheets of eruptive basalt, as in Victoria, is far from
satisfactory, and affords no reliable guidance to the relationship of various
beds in independent basins.
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ing the classification which, on doubtful data, groups many
of them as Miocene.
In commenting upon the development of Dicotyledons,
Mr, Gardiner states : " Floras from Spitzbergen in the
north to Australia in the south have been classed as
Miocene from a very slender fancied resemblance to those
of Switzerland, and a great series of strata have been
assigned without sufficient reason to that age, not only in
Central Europe, but in such distant lands as Greece,
Madeira, Borneo and Sumatra, Sachalin and Alaska, and,
in fact, wherever other evidence of age was absent." He
also clearly enforces views, already advanced in this work,
that, in utilising the floras of different countries " for com-
parison, the differences of latitude and longitude must be
taken into account. Nor have we a right to suppose that
all the plants preserved from an immense number of
localities grew at the same elevation above the sea, while
they may also have lived on very different stations and
under relatively dry or moist climates." The danger of
determining the ages of fossil floras in remote parts of the
world by comparing and estimating the percentages com-
mon to those of Europe is also very great ; for, as Mr.
Gardiner remarks : " Not only have we to keep in mind
the similarity that dicotyledonous leaves belonging to
different genera bear to each other, a likeness increased by
the process of fossilization where the matrices are similar,
but the fragmentary condition of the specimens usually
brought from distant countries . , , " And additional
caution is urged by this careful observer by citing the
following illustration :—" Were we to take an armful of
fallen leaves at random from each country, such as Siberia,
Japan, Sumatra, Australia, New Zealand, Madeira, Scot-
land, France, Greece, and the United States, and compare
them together after the manner of palaeontologists, is it
likely that we should find grounds for supposing that they
all belonged to floras growing synchronously?" Such
reasoning is most wholesome at the present time, and
amply justifies the course adopted by the author in respect
of the broader subdivision suggested for Tasmania. Mr.
Gardiner, however, states tkat his remarks are not intended
to discredit those who have laboriously worked at the task
of deciphering fossil floras, but " simply meant to warn
bose who have to make use of the facts arrived at, that
.
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conclusions and the inductions drawn from them are not
based upon foundations as assured as those of other
branches of geology and palaeontology."
The following table not only helps us to understand the
different opinions of authorities at different times with
respect to the classification of well known typical forma-
tions of England, but it is an index of the uncertainty of
fixing many hard-and-fast subdivisions which would prove
suitable for widely separated locahties.







Mull and Antrim Leaf-beds ?
Hempstead Beds
Bembridge Beds






Bracklesham or Middle Bagshot
Lower Bagshot
Part of Lower Bagshot
London Clay
Oldhaven Beds
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The following comparative table has also been prepared
by the author to show the varying characteristics of the
subdivisions of the period in countries widely separated
from each other, together with local modes of classifica-
tion.
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AUSTRAXiASXA.
Australia and Tasmania.—The preceding compara-
tive table gives a fair abstract of the general features,
composition, life, a^nd classification of the rocks of the epoch
in each of the Colonies of Australasia where the formations
of the period are most extensively developed. In a general
way it may be stated that, excluding the later raised sea
beaches, the Marine Tertiary formations nearly all belong
to Pal(Eogene age, and are mainly confined to the southern
parts of Australia and the northern parts of Tasmania,
extending and occupying the greater part of the low-lying
country along the course of the River Murray and the
southern coast line of Australia. The Rev. J. Tenison-
Woods, in a paper read before the Royal Society of Tas-
mania (Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas., March, 1873), describes
them as commencing on the west side of the Great Aus-
tralian Bight, and are but little interrupted until the high
land of Cape Otway is reached. The only interruptions
are granite outcrops about Fowler's Bay, Port Lincoln, &c.,
and the axis of the Flinders' Range, which terminates at
Cape Jervis. Upon the flanks of all these, up to a certain
height, the Tertiary rocks rest. In some places, such as
the Austrahan Bight, the beds are nearly 400 feet in
thickness, and these give almost at one glance a conspectus
of the whole ofour Tertiary (marine) formations. Between
Warnambool and Cape Otway there are equally perfect
series, but not superimposed; and the eastern limits of
the floor of this old Tertiary sea are found in the vicinity
of the spur of the Dividing Range, which abuts upon the
sea at Wilson's Promontory, including the formations
close to the sea in Gippsland. The more remarkable
localities between Cape Otway and the eastern limit
embrace formations on the eastern and western shores of
Port Philhp, including Geelong, Mount Maria, Muddy
Creek, Cape Schanck, &c. The chffs on the coast near
Spring Creek, 16 miles south of Geelong, expose a thick-
ness of about 300 feet of strata. The most southerly
limits of this old sea floor are found in northern Tasmania
in isolated patches between Cape Grim in the extreme
north-west and Fhnders' Island in the north-east. The
patches in Tasmania, however, though of limited extent,
are of considerable thickness, and are extremely rich in
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fossils. The localities where they are best known occur
at (1) a point a little to the south of Cape Grim, extending
to Welcome River
; (2) Table Cape ; (3) Heathy Valley,
Flinders' Island.
No marine Tertiaries are known to exist northward
towards the Gulf of Carpentaria between the older forma-
tions of Western Australia and the Eastern Cordillera
;
and Mr. Tenison-Woods and other authorities state that
the Tertiaries thin out in the direction of the northern
and eastern tributaries of the Murray (Riverina District).
The ancient mesial gulf dividing the old land of Western
Australia from the Eastern Cordillera is in the northern
portion occupied mainly by marine formations of Cre-
taceous age.
The lacustrine formations, also oi Palceogene age—con-
sisting of clays, marls, sands, lignites, leaf-beds, and pebble
drifts—occur in limited basins at various altitudes through-
out the eastern and southern part of Australia, and very
extensively throughout Tasmania, where some of them
are found probably over 1000 feet in thickness. It is
estimated that the lacustrine formation known as the
Launceston Tertiary Basin, in northern Tasmania, alone
covered an area of not less than 600 square miles.
Volcanic Activity.
One of the most remarkable features of the Tertiary
period throughout Australia and Tasmania marking the
close of the Palaeogene epoch is the eruption of extensive
sheets, flows, and accumulations of feldspar basalts, with
their associated tuffs. It is evident tKat great volcanic
activity prevailed generally at this time, especially in the
neighbourhood of ancient lakes, estuaries, and river
systems. Considerable areas in such places are covered
by repeated flows or sheets of basalt or scoriae—over-
whelming forests, and filling ancient valleys, lakes, estuaries,
and river beds. Great waste and erosion have occurred
since the period of volcanic activity, and the existing beds
of watercourses now generally found at a much lower
level are often cut deeply through the sedimentary basins
formed by lakes during the Tertiary period.
In the main valleys occur raised alluvial flats, and on
the higher slopes ancient gravel terraces ; the latter fre-
quently overlying the basalts or basaltic tuffs. Where these
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formations (Neogene) overlie the older granites, porphyries,
metamorphic rocks or slates, they are often mined in search
of auriferous and stanniferous drifts, which are generally
found occupying the " leads " of the ancient watercourses.
The outbursts of volcanic matter are not confined to the
lower plains and valleys, for many extensive patches are
found in Tasmania, in the great inland plateau, at a
height of from 3000 to 4000 feet above sea level, notably
at Lake St. Clair, Great Lake, Lake Sorell, and Marl-
borough. The western elevated plateau of Tasmania, in
the neighbourhood of Magnet Range, Mount Bischoff,
and Hampshire Hills, is covered to a great extent by a
considerable thickness of basalt, and in the localities named
this rock is found at altitudes varying between 1 800 and
2500 feet above sea level.
Even in these higher levels the existence of extensive
underlying beds of lignite and ligneous clays with asso-
ciated leaf-beds, indicate that the outbursts occurred in
regions occupied by fresh-water lakes.
Climate.
Palceogene Period.—Professor Duncan is of opinion
that the evidence of the flora of the period resembles that
of tropical rather than extra-tropical Australia ; and that
the Echinodermata of the period afford similar evidence.
In addition, the marine beds' at Table Cape, Tasmania
—
rich in reef-building corals—have recently afforded evi-
dence of contemporaneous relationship with a flora, some
of the species of which (Sapotacites oligoneuris, &c.) are
identical with those abounding in lacustrine deposits
throughout the island. Of the Tasmanian reef-building
corals Professor Duncan writes : " Evidently the reefs
round Tasmania, now long extinct, existed amidst all the
physical conditions pecuhar to coral growth on a large
scale. Puio sea water, in rapid movement, and having a
temperature of not less than 74° Fahrenheit, was as neces-
sary to them as it is to those far away to the north and
the north-east at the present day. The coral-isotherm
would have to be 1 5° of latitude south of its present posi-
tion in order that the reef should flourish south of Cape
Howe."
We must not forget, however, that the Rev. J. Tenison-
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Woods, who was the first person who made a thorough
investigation of our Tertiary marine beds, has come to
regard the evidences of the fauna in a different light. He
infers that " our Lower Tertiary fauna is not a tropical,
or even a sub-tropical one." " All that we can say," he
continues, " is that certain species which are found still
living now inhabit the tropics, while others remain where
they are, and generally very many of the genera are now
to be found in a warmer climate. It is very remarkable
to find specimens of reef-building corals, but we can hardly
assert under what conditions they lived, since they are so
very different from the reef-builders of the present day.
I suppose it is hardly attempted to account for the reef-
building corals which we find in the British coral rag
(oolitic), for instance, by climatal conditions alone. He
further adds : " It seems to me that we are too imperfectly
acquainted with the circumstances which govern the
migration of species at present to be able to apply even
generally any reasoning to such facts as those before us.
Climate alone will not account for them." The difficulty
ofarriving at correct conclusions is not lessened by confining
attention to the flora ; for the general prevalence of the
oak, birch, elm, alder, and beech in the Tertiary lacustrine
deposits, and their almost total disappearance in Australia
at the close of the Palseogene period, are matters not
easily disposed of by references to any one single cause.
From the knowledge of the distribution of such types at
the present day, we would be justified in inferring a very
temperate clime, in Tasmania at least, during the earlier
or middle part of the Tertiary period. And this inference
is borne out to some extent by the fact that one of the
survivals—the genus Fagus—is now only to be found in
moist situations in alpine and sub-alpine heights in Tas-
mania, whilst the genus Eucalyptus, found rarely in the
Tertiary deposits of Tasmania, now generally predomi-
nates over all other trees in the drier and warmer parts
from the sea level to sub-alpine heights. Whatever
influences were at work, therefore, towards the close of the
Middle Tertiary period, it is evident in Australia that
they operated in favour of the spread of the Proteacece
and MyrtacecB, and against the deciduous types of trees
such as the oaks, elms, beeches, and alders formerly pre-
vailing ; and it is equally true that effects the reverse of
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this were in operation in France, Switzerland, and Great
Britain, where the Proteacece, formerlj' so abundant, have
now become extinct,
Neogene Period.—Mr. Wilkinson is of opinion that
the great drift deposits left at different levels upon the
sides of the valleys as they were deepened towards the
close of the Neogene period indicate a much greater rain-
fall than at present, and this greater rainfall is inferred to
be due to the greater extent of glaciation of portions of the
northern and southern hemispheres. Whatever grounds
there may be for this view, it is clear, from the absence
of huge ice-borne erratics and other evidences on the
lower levels, we are not justified in assuming a very serious
and general refrigeration of the climate in the Australasian
region.
That a considerable change of climate, however, had its
beginning at this time is most probable, as evidenced by
the sudden disappearance of the characteristic flora of the
older or Palceogene epoch ; and especially by the striking
contrast which its unstratified irregular drift deposits
(almost barren of all traces of life) present, as compared
with the more regularly stratified members, replete with
life remains, of the PalcBogene epoch.
New Zealand.—In the preceding comparative table it
may be seen that the great physical changes in New
Zealand during the Tertiary period do not correspond with
those of Australia and Tasmania. Unlike the latter, the
several divisions in New Zealand are well marked by
successive marine formations, and these again are in most
cases easily distinguished by the different assemblages of
moUuscs contained in them, and by the striking differences
as regards the percentages which obtain in respect of
those of the species having living representatives. This
is at once apparent from the following abstract of the sub-
division as arranged by Professor Hutton :
—
Classification of Tertiary Formations in New Zealand.
Contained Percentage of
Species still existing.
Wanganui System (Pliocene) 70 to 90
Pareora System (Miocene) 20 to 45
Oamaru System (Oligocene) 9 to 10
It is obvious, therefore, that with such marked charac-
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teristics in the assemblages of the mollusca, the New-
Zealand rocks do not present to the classifier such difficulties
as those referred to with respect to the members of the
system in Austraha and Tasmania,—where, with the
exception, perhaps, of a limited patch of marine beds of
later age at Flemington, Victoria, the whole of the marine
formations are confined to an extensive though continuous
series of formations, which, if we trust to the percentage
method, must be restricted to the earUest Tertiary period
(probably Eocene).
None of the various bands or groups in Australia and
Tasmania contain more than from about 1 to 5 per cent,
of species of molluscs having living representatives. It
is significant, too, that as the molluscs of these beds are
more thoroughly investigated the tendency is to reduce
even this very small percentage. Whatever advantage
there may be locally in distinguishing certain zones within
the Australian and Tasmanian series, it seems, therefore,
almost certain, according to the percentage method, that
they should be classed as Eocene rather than Ohgocene
or Miocene, to which periods some of the divisions have
been referred by some authorities.
With such advantages as those referred to, the New
Zealand geologists have greater facilities for determining
the position of their numerous lacustrine formations con-
taining lignites, coals, and other vegetable drifts.
From the fact that some of the marine formations of
the Pareora system are now found at an altitude of over
2000 feet above sea level, it is evident that New Zealand
has been subjected to even greater physical changes than
Australia and Tasmania since the early Tertiary period.
The greater extent of glaciation in the Neogene epoch in
New Zealand is also evidently isochronous with the sup-
posed colder epoch in Austraha and Tasmania, and it is
generally regarded by the geologists of New Zealand as
mainly due to the very much greater elevation of the land
at that time.
Life of the Period in Australia and Tasmania,
The following tables show the probable distribution, in
time, of the genera of plants and molluscs occurring in
Australia and Tasmania during the Tertiary period,
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embracing also a fairly complete list of the various species
of fossils described up to the present time. The tables,
by their arrangement, readily indicate the distribution in
the various Colonies where the Tertiary formations are
principally developed.
In addition to the generic and specific lists of fossils,
a summary has been prepared under the head of Classes,
showing in alphabetical order the names of authors to
whom we are indebted for the greater part of the original
specific descriptions and determinations. It will be seen
from this summary that the principal palaeontological work
has been accomplished by the following persons ; viz.
—
PlantcB—Baron von Ettingshausen, Baron F. von
Mueller, and R. M. Johnston.
Rhizopoda—D'Orbigny, and Professors Rupert
Jones and Brady.
Actinozoa—Dr. Duncan and Rev. J. E. Tenison-
Woods.
Echinodermata—Dr. Duncan, Lamarck, and Pro-
fessor M'Coy.
Polyzoa—Professor Busk and Rev. J. E.Tenison-
Woods.
Mollusca—Professor Tate, Rev. J. E. Tenison-
Woods, R. M. Johnston, and Professor M'Coy.
Pisces and Mammalia—Professors Agassiz and
M'Coy.
Of the 908 species enumerated. Professor Tate has
described 224 species, or nearly 25 per cent. ; Rev. J . E.
Tenison-Woods described 1 65 species ; and the author
describes or figures 116 species. The three together
describe 505 species, or over 52 per cent, of the whole.
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Table showinq the Number op Species
Tertiary Fossils.
UNDER EACH CLASS, DESCRIBED, DETERMINED, OR FIGDRBD Br
VARIOUS AcTaOES.
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Plauiilai'ia crepidula Fichtcl 6,- Moll.
Polymorpbina lactea Walker ^- Jacob.
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Smilotrochufi vacuus Ten.-Woods. 1
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LoTenia Forbesii Woodj *V Dimcaiu
), M var. minor JJuncan. i
yy -, „ Woodsii ^heridge,j^n.




















Cythere Normani G. S. Brady .
Macrocypris acuminata Alth.
Paracypris decora G. S. Brndih,




















Escbara arcuata (M8.) Buni.




„ hastigera (MS.) Busk.
„ inornata ( MS.) „
„ Liversidgei 7^en.-Woodg,








„ simplex (MS.) Busk.
„ Tatei Ten.-Wootis,
„ verrucosa „
„ twn species indet
„ cavernosa Tim.- Woods,
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Lepralia doliiforois' (MS.) -?''^-
„ Stawellemis 5<^"5'-
„ subcai'inaea (MS.) -""**•
„ submarginnta (MS.)
tt one op two sp. indet
Lunulites, sp. ind •
Melicerta angustiioba -S«»''-






Psileschara pustulosa (MS.) Busk.


















































































Aspei'gillum (Humphreyia) liratum Tate.
» • „ sp. ind
Solen soiUidus Tate.
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Anodonta (Unio ?) Tamarensis Eiheridge,jun.
Trigonia semiundulata t Af'Coy.
„ tubulifera Tate.
„ acuticostata* ? M'Coy.
„ Howitti „ •
Nucula tumicia Ten.-WooiVi.
„ Atkinsrtni [Portlnndia) R. M. JoSnaton.
„ HeniiHtriafa Tate. \
„ Morundiana „



































PectunciLluH oninozoicus {Cucullea) Ten.-WootU.






Limopsi.s insolita^ G. B. Soi^erby.
„ auiita*t Brorchi.









Pornu, sp. iiidt't.* ( Tate)
Pinna siMiiii'ostuta Tate.






„ sp. indet. ( Tate)
sp. iudot. ( Tate)














Pal. Neo. Pal. Neo.
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„ incertus Ten.- Woods.
„ Darwini Sow.
„ lucens Tate.
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Helix Tasmaniensie G. B. Sowerty.
Vitrina Barnardii JR. M. Joknstm.
Bulimus Guimii Sowerby.
Murex- Eyeri Teti.-Woods.








































„ liiata R. M. Johnstpn.
„ pellita „ I
„ Stephensi
,,
„ stolida „ j







Mitra anticoronata R.M. Johnston.
„ sp. indet. (T.-Woods) —



























































„ eximia e. £. Sowerby.
„ gastroplax M'Coy.
„ gifias



















Trocliita calyptiieformis Ten.- Woods.
„ tui'hinata
Crepidula Haiuswprthii .' it. M.'Johnston.
„ ^^lSl,ll^o5ta.. . .- _
Pileopsis navicelloides "
Solarium acutum '.'..;;;". Ten.-WoocL,.
„ vvannonensis
Torinia gibbuloides "



































































Odostomia lirtecostata R. M.'Johnston.
Pyramidella Robert! Ten.-Woods.
„ sulcata R. M.' Johnston.




















„ dubia H. M.\Johnston.











„ Roblini R. M. \John.iton.
Cyclostrema acuticarinata Ten.-VToods.
Turbo Wynyaidensis (MS.) R. M.,Johnston.
„ Etberidgei Tm.-Woods.
Imperatur Ta.smanica (MS.) R. M.ljohnston.















Johnston.Euchelus Woods!! -R. itf.
Margai-ita Keckwicki! Ten.-Woods.
Pleurotomaria Australia (MS.) M'Coy
,,
tertiara jj









Rlngicula laetea R. M. Johnst
Tornatina involuta Ten.-^^oods.




Aturia (zic-zac) Australis J- Soti\erby.










Pal. Neo. Pal. Neo.



















Tlie foregoing comparative tables contain upon the whole a fairly comprehensive list of the
Tertiary fossils described up to the present time. No doubt the number of species of Gasteropods
will he greatly expanded vifhen Professor Tate's examination of them are completed. It is not
expected, however, that the general character of the life of the period will be much afltected by
further additions, and the following summary will, therefore, be of some value to those who may
desire to enter upon comparative work. '
Sdmmary op Genera and Species ENUMER.i.TED in preceding Tables.
Classes, §•<;. Tasmania. South
Australia.
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If we carefully examine the preceding lists of fossils,
and compare them with corresponding tables belonging to
the Mesozoic period, we can easily discern that the dif-
ferences presented in plant and animal life are very
remarkable. The modern aspect of the life of the Ter-
tiary period is at once apparent.
Flora.
As regards the Plants, we find this feature well exem-
exemplified :—The characteristic genera of ferns of the
Mesozoic period in Austraha—viz., Thinnfeldia, Alethop'
teris, Pecopteris, Neuropteris, Syhenopteris, Tceniopteris,
Cyclopteris—have altogether disappeared, and so also have
the Cycads, Horestails, and Conifers, represented by the
genera Pterophyllum, Podozamites, Zamites, Phyllothectty
Baiern, Ginghophyllum, Salishuria, and Zeugophyllites.
In their stead the vegetation of the Tertiary period in
Austraha is represented by sparing remains of ferns be-
longing to existing genei-a—viz., Pteris Lomaria and
Trichomanes—and a wonderfully luxuriant vegetation,
mainly Angiosjjerms, showing, as a whole, apparently a
closer relation to the existing vegetation of Europe than to
the existing plant hfe of Austraha. A close examination
of the genera of plants occurring so abundantly in our
Tertiary leaf-beds leads to many interesting speculations.
In the earlier formations in Tasmania and New South
"Wales, representatives of the existing Australian vegeta-
tion, such as Eucalyptus, Pomaderris, Cassia, Lomatia,
Banksia, &c. are only to be found sparingly; whilst the
remains of the following associated genera, still existing in
Europe, are found in rich profusion—viz., Acer, Laurus,
Salix, Quercus, Platanus, Bctula, Alnus, Myrica, Ubnus,
and Fagus.
This mixture in our Tertiary formations of the elements
of the existing floras of Europe and Australia is of the
greatest interest, and has recently been ably investigated by
Professor von Ettingshausen. In one of his latest com-
munications^ he summarises the results of his painstaking
investigations ofthe Australian Tertiary Flora as follows :
—
" When we take into consideration only those fossil species
which are represented by fruits, seeds, and characteristic
»Geol. Mag., Aug., 1887, pp. ^59-362.
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forms of leaves, we obtain new and sufficient proofs con-
cerning* the view which I have brought forward in the
first part of these contributions, that the elements of the
floras are mixed together in the Tertiary Flora of Australia
-
These proofs consist of facts relative to the common
appearance of the genera endemic in Australia with genera
we find in other floras, but which are strange to the
Australian one. For example, thej-e occur in the fossil
flora of Vegetable Creek and Elsmore (New South Wales)
the following genera of the Australian element :
—
Phyl-
locladus, Casuarina, Santalum, Persoonia, Gi^evillea,
Haliea. Lomalia, Banksia, Dryandra. Callicoma, Cerato-
petalum, Pomaderris, Boronia, and Eucalyptus. On the
other hand, we find here, intermixed with the former,
types belonging to— /Se^-Moza (Cahfornia), il/?/rica (Europe,
North America, Asia, South Africa), Alnus (Northern
Hemisphere), Quer'cus (Northern Hemisphere), Cinna-
momum^ (Asia), Sassafras (North America and East India),
Aralia (North America, Japan, and New Zealand), EIcbo-
carpus (Tropical Asia), Acer (Northern Hemisphere),
Copaifera (Tropical America)." From such considera-
tions, this able authority concludes: "There is now
scarcely any doubt that the general character of all
Tertiary Floras of the globe is one and the same in regard
to the mixture which they exhibit, and continued so until
the separation of the elements of floras into the existing
special floras towards the commencement of the present
period."
Fie also gives a synopsis of the conclusions drawn from
the general results obtained from the investigation of the
Tertiary Flora of Australia, as follows :
—
1. " The geographical distribution of plants in Aus-
tralia at the Tertiary period deviated in many
respects from the present one. Therefore the
materials for comparison obtainable from the
present floi-a of Australia are not at all sufficient
for the investigation of the Tertiary one, and
must be completed fi-oni other floras of the
globe."
2. " Types of plants of the Southern as well as of the
Northern Hemisphere of the globe are associated
together in the Tertiary Flora of Australia."
* Also Avisti'alia.
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3. " The flora elements represented in the Tertiary-
Flora of Australia chiefly contain Phylones
(ancestor types), which are also common to other
Tertiary Floras of the globe. The character of
the Tertiary Flora of Australia cannot, therefore,
be considered essentially different from that of
the latter."
4. " The Australian Tertiary Flora, in accordance
with the preceding statements, is but a part of
one and the same orig-inal flora upon which all
the living floras of the globe are founded."
5. " The comparison of this original flora to the pre-
sent floras of the globe shows that in Australia
the differentiation of the Phylones has reached
its highest degree."
6. " Many analogies to the Tertiary Flora are never-
theless to be found in the living Australian
Flora."
The genesis of the existing floras of the globe has thus
been ably shown to have been derived from generic
ancestor types living in the original flora of the Tertiary-
period. The genesis of these original ancestor types,
themselves from a further removed line of ancestry in
the Mesozoic period, is a more difficult matter, and is only
briefly referred to by the learned authority quoted in his
observations with respect to the New Zealand Fossil
Flora*. In commenting upon the Cretaceous Flora of
New Zealand, he states that plant remains have been
collected from four localities—Pakawau, Grey River,
Wangapeka, and Reefton, "The Cretaceous Flora con-
tains" 37 species, distributed into 29 genera and 17
families. Of these 4 are Cryptogtnnce,'^ ConifercB,^: Mono-
cotyledons, 13 ApetalcB, and 8 Dialype.talce. " Several
species seem to be the ancestors of Tertiary ones, par-
ticularly of the genera Aspidium, Podocarpus, Dacrydium,
Quercus, Fagiis, Cinnamomum, Dryaadroides, Ceratopeta-
lum, Cvpanoides, &c." JJhnophylum is also referred to as
an ancestor of the Tertiary Uhnus and Planera species.
The plant forms, having a characteristic Cretaceous facies
associated with them, are stated to be certain conifers
belonging to the genera Podocarpium and Dacrydinium.
"On the Fossil Flora of New Zealand (Geol. Mag., Aug., 1887, pp.
363-367.
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As regards the relationship of the various Australasian
leaf-beds to each other, and their exact position within
the period, there is much that is uncertain and obscure.
It is true that the learned authority, for whom the author
entertains the highest respect, has referred the Travertin
beds at Risdon and other leaf-beds of the Derwent near
Hobart to Miocene age, while beds containing a very
similar flora in New South Wales (Dalton and Vegetable
Creek) have been referred to Eocene, and even Lower
Eocene age ; but as the author has recently discovered a
characteristic species of the Derwent (Sapotacites oligo-
neuris, Ett.) intercalated with other plant impressions in
marine beds at Table Cape, deemed to be of Eocene age,
it proves that it is hazardous to attempt to define their
position in accordance with the nomenclature of Europe,
and especially with the particular association of genera
found there within definite local subdivisions.
The reference to the wider grouping {Palceogene), as
adopted by the author, appears to be the safer course at
present, when vv'e take into consideration the great dif-
ference in longitude and latitude of the deposits referred
to, and the possible original differences of elevation.
Fauna.
The Austrahan Tertiary Eauna, as a whole, also pre-
sents a clearly modern aspect. The foraminifers, brachio-
pods, gasteropods, pteropods, and pelecypods nearly all
belong to genera still existing in Australian seas. Of the
Tertiary molluscs of Australia and Tasmania, however,
there is, according to latest accounts, not more than 2
per cent, of the species identical with existing forms.
Fishes of the shark family are alone known, and these are
represented by four genera (^Carcharodon, Lamna, Otodus,
Oxyrhina). all of which have living congeners. The car-
nivora are represented by a member of the seal family
{Arotocephalus Williamsi, M'Coy) ; and Cetaceans, by the
characteristic genera Squalodon and Zeugolodon. Profes-
sor M'Coy has also figured three species of Cetotolites
from the Tertiary beds near Geelong, which are declared
to be the ear-bones of different species of whales.
Perhaps the most interesting group of mammals, so far
as Australia is concerned, is the ancestral types of the
existing marsupials. As yet the more remarkable forms
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of this group have been found in the later cave breccias
and other deposits of Australia deemed to be of Post-
Phocene age.
Marsupial remains have not yet been detected in
Australia in deposits older than the Tertiary period.
Mammalian remains of Mesozoic age,—such as Micro-
lestes, Amphitherium , Amphiiestes, Phascolotherium, Ste-
reognatkus, Plagiaulax^\ Spalacotherium^, Galestes*, and
Peratherium of Europe ; and Allodon, Ctenacodon, Dryo-
lestes, .Sli/laoodon, Asthenodon, Laodon, Diplocynodon.
Docodon, Enneodon, 31enacodon, Tinodon, Triconodoyi^
,
JBracidus, and Paurodon of the Jurassic age, in North
America,—have heretofore been referred to the Mar-
supialia on the authority of Professor Owen and other
eminent specialists : the dentition of certain of them
approaching closely to the existing Hypsiprymnus of
Australia ; of some to the existing Opossums ; and of
others to the existing Myrmecohkis of Western Australia.
The remains in the earlier Tertiary formations of Aus-
tralia are generally very imperfect. From the teeth and
other bones preserved, however, Professor Owen and other
authorities have recognised the following genera—viz.,
Bettongia, Hypsiprymnus, Hahnaturus, Nototherium,
Phalangista, Sarcophilus . and Phascolomys. With the
exception of the giant extinct vegetable-feeder, Notoilie-
rium, all the genera here referred to have living repre-
sentatives either in Australia or Tasmania.
Of the genera marked with an asterisk. Professor
Alleyne Nicholson states'' : " Fourteen species are known
from the Middle Purbeck beds of England {Oolitic), all
of which are probably referable to the Marsupialia, and
all of which, except PJagiaidax, are Polyprodont." The
largest ofthese are deemed to be no bigger than a polecat
or hedgehog. Plagiaulax is by various authorities believed
to be most nearly allied to the existing kangaroo-rats
of Australia and Tasmania {Hypsiprymnus). Professor
Owen, hovt^ever, regards it as more allied to the carnivorous
group. The genera Spalacotherium, TriconodMn, and
Galestes have been referred to as insectivorous, having
their nearest allies in our Australian phalangers and in
the American opossums,
a Manual of Palaeontology, 1879, vol. ii., p. 293.
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Professor Marsh, who has recently devoted much atten-
tion to these earher forms of the Mammaha, has latterly^
given good reason for the view that it is extremely
doubtful whether these earlier forms can jjroperly he
referred to the order Marsuj^ialia. Many of them appear
to depart from the jiormal type of Marsupial structure,
ap]5roximating to the Insectivora ; and for these and
other reasons. Professor Marsh has come to the conclu-
sion that it is more probable that they represent two
distinct primordial groups, termed by him Pantotheria and
Allotheria, both of which are supposed to have no living
representatives.
Local General Features.
Taken as a whole, the general features of the Tertiary
system in Tasmania correspond exactly with those of the
mainland of Austraha. The rock formations may be con-
veniently divided into four main groups, in descending-
order, as follows :
—




Palaeogene . . {
lying the plateaux of basalt.
Basaltic sheets and associated tuffs
overspreading lacustrine forma-
tions.
Lacustrine deposits of great thick-
ness and extent, composed of
sands, clays, hgnites, travertines,
and sometimes including auri-
ferous and stanniferous drifts.
Contains the remains of a rich
and varied flora.
Marine deposits in the northern
part of Tasmania.
Palaeogene Epoch.
Marine Formations.—The marine formations occur
in isolated patches fringing the northern coast of Tasmania
and the islands in Bass's Strait, notably near Cape Grim,
Sandy Cove, Table Cape, and Heathy Valley, FHnders'
Island. The members present a somewhat uniform
a Geol. Mag., July, 1887, pp. 297-298.
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character, like their equivalents along the Lower Murray
in Australia, and most ])robabl3^ they form the southern
limits of the ancient l^ertiary sea which occupied the
greater part of the existing plains bordering the Great
Australian Bight, and extending over the lower levels of
South Australia and Victoria within the limits indicated in
preceding chapter (p. 217). The rocks generally are com-
posed of alternating bands of shelly limestones, calcareous
sandstones, coral rag, ferruginous, gritty, and pebbly bands,
replete with fossil shells, corals, foraminfers, echinoderms,
sharks' teeth, &c. Certain thin zones of a hard calcareous
character recur, invarial^ly showing- similar characteristic
fossils, notably, Cellepora Gamhierensis, Lovenia Forhesi,
Waldheimia grandis, W. Garribaldiana, Rhynchonella
squamosa.
The sandstones are also replete with fossils, in the upper
beds of which the following are typical; viz.— Turritella
Warhurtonii (T. Woods), Pauojjea Agnewi (Ten.-^oodi^),
Valuta Tatei (R. M. Johnston), V. liannafordi (MJ-Coy),
V . Weldii (T. Woods), V. aniicivgulata (M'Coy), Cyprcea
Archeri (T. Woods), C. platypygu (M'Coy).
In the sandstones of the Upper or " Turritella zone " at
Table Cape, land plants occur, intermixed with the marine
shells, among which may be noted a species of Pteris (P.
Belli, Johnston) and (Sapotacites oligoneuris, Ettings.)
The latter form has also been found by the author in
lacustrine formations at Macquarie Harbour and Hobart,
and may be of much value hereafte)' in determining the
relative age and position of the isolated marine and lacus-
trine formations throughout the island.
The lowermost bed at Table Cape is almost wholly
composed of the remains of Crassatella ohlonga (T. Woods,)
and rests upon the upturned edges of slates belonging to
Silurian age. At Cape Grim and Table Cape the whole
series are capped with bosses of nepheline basalt, similar
to the older basalts of Victoria ; and nowhere along the
Tasmanian coast does the marine group exceed 70 feet
in thickness. From the character of the molluscs and
the small percentage (jaoi exceeding 2 per cent.) of species
having living representatives, it is clear that the marine
beds of Tasmania must be placed at the base of the Palaeo-
gene group, equivalent to the early Eocene of other
countries.
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Althougli many earlier references are made respecting
the Tertiary marine deposits of Tasmania, their history
has only been worked out fully and systematically within
the last eleven or twelve years. The Palaeontology of
these deposits has been ably investigated and described
mainly by the Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods, Professors
Duncan, Busk, and Tate, from collections made in great
part by the author within the last fourteen years. In
addition to the numerous memoirs communicated to the
Royal Society of Tasmania upon the geology and strati-
graphy of the various Tertiary marine deposits of Tas-
mania, the author has also added somewhat to its
Palaeontology—about forty new species of molluscs, de-
scribed by him, having been added to the general list.
The following are the sources from which the greater
part of the information may be gained respecting the
Geology and Palaeontology of the Tasmanian deposits :—
Woods (Rev. J. E. T.) On some Tertiary Fossils from
Table Cape, Tasmania. Papers and Proc. Roy. Soc.
of Tas. for 1875, pp. 4 and 13-26, 3 plates.
On the History of Australian Tertiary Geology.
Ibidfov 1876, pp. 76-78.
Totes on the Fossils (from the Tertiary Marine
Beds, Table Cape) collected by R. M. Johnston.
Ihidiov 1876, pp. 91-115.
On the Tertiary Deposits of Australia. Jour.
Soc. of New South Wales for 1877, xi., pp. 65-82.
Duncan (Prof. P. M.) On som.e Fossil Corals from
the Tasmanian Tertiary Deposits. Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc, 1875, xxxi., pp. 677, 688, and 380.
On some Fossil Reef-building Corals from the
Tertiary Deposits of Tasmania. Ihid, xxxii., pp.
341-351 and 22.
Tate (Prof. Ralph.) On the Austrahan Tertiary Pal-
liobranchs. Trans. R. Soc. S. Australia, 1880, iii.,
pp. 140-170, pis. 7-11 ; Ibid.
Notes of a Critical Examination of the Mollusca
of the Older Tertiary of Tasmania, alleged to have
living representatives. Papers and Proc. Roy. Soc,
ofTas., 1884, pp. 207-214.
The Fossil Marginellidse of Austraha. Trans.
Phil. Soc, Adelaide, for 1877-78, pp. 90-98.
—
— Description of New Species of Mollusca of the
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tipper Eocene Beds at Table Cape. Papers and
Proe. Roy. Soc. of Tasmania for 1884, pp. 226-
231.
Tate (Prof. Ralph.) Supplemental Notes on the Pal-
liobrauchs of the Older Tertiary of Australia, and a
description of a New Species of Rhynchonella.
Trans. Royal Soc. of South Australia, 1885, pp.
The Lameliibranchs of the Older Tertiary of
Australia (Part I.) Ibid for 1885, pp. —, 1 1 plates :
Part II. for 1886, jtp. — , 7 plates.
Etheridge (R., Jun.) A Catalogue of Australian Fossils
(including Tasmania and the Island of Timor) Strati-
graphicaliy and Zoologically arranged. Edited for
the Syndics of the University Press, pp. viii. and 232.
(8ro., Cambridge, 1878.)
M'Coy (Prof. F.) Geological Survey of Victoria;
Prodromus ofthe Palaeontology of Victoria. Decades
i-vii, (1874-1885).
Johnston (R. M.) Further Notes on the Tertiary
Marine Beds of Table Cape, Tasmania. Papers and
Proc. Roy. Soc. of Tas. for 1876, pp. 79-90 : [Section]
shov/ing position of Tertiary Marine Beds at Sandy
Cove, Table Cape..
Notes on certain Tertiary and Post-Tertiary De-
posits on Flinders', Barren, Badger, and other Islands
in Bass's Straits. Ihid, pp. 41-50. Sections of
Badger, Green, and Flinders' Islands.
Notes regarding certain Fossil Shells at Table
Cape, supposed to be identical with living species.
i^iVZ for 1884, p. 199.
Third Contribution to the Natural History of the
Tertiary Marine Beds of Table jCape, with a descrip-
tion of 30 new species of Mollusca. Ibid for 1879,
pp. 29-41.
— Additions to the List of Table Cape Fossils,
together v/ith further Remarks upon certain Fossil
Shells supposed to be identical with living species.
Ibid for 1884, pp. 220-224.
— Description of new species from Eocene Beds,
Table Cape. Ibid, 1884, pp. 232-233 (two plates).
— Notes regarding the discovery of Plant Remains
in the Tertiary Marine Beds at Table Cape. Ibid,
1886, p. XX., two plates, leaf figures, &c.
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Johnston (R. M.) Reference List of the Tertiary Fossils
of Tasmania. Papers and Proc. Hoy. Soc. of Tas.
for 1886, pp. 124-140.
Lacustrine Formations.—The more important lacus-
tnne formations, as might be expected, are mainly found
in the original valleys and eroded basins of the earlier
rocks, and generally consist of regular or irregular bands
or layers of white, grey, or ferruginous sandstones, alter-
nating with grits ; blue, Mdiite, yellow, or blackish clays ;
hgnites ; and sometimes, in the neighbourhood of the older
slates and crystalline rocks, the ancient channels formed in
them contain drifts of a richly auriferous or stanniferous
character. Many of the formations are found along the
course of existing rivers and watercourses in the form of
raised bordering terraces. In other places, as in the Laun-
ceston Tertiary Easin, they occupy the floor of broad
undulating plains, covering an area of not less than 600
square miles, and ranging from 400 to 1000 feet in thick-
ness. Being comparatively of a loose and incoherent
nature, the beds are unable to resist the eroding influences
of air and v>^ater, and are, therefore, greatly denuded along
the course of existing rivers and their tributaries. The
extent of this denudation is well exemplified along the
lower course of the North Esk in the neighbourhood of
Breadalbane, St. Leonard's, and Launceston. In this
vicinity it is estimated that strata from 15 to 20 miles
long, by 1 to U miles broad, have been denuded to a
depth ranging from 50 to 500 feet. These lacustrine
deposits are found throughout the island from sea level to
an altitude of four thousand feet above it ; sometimes, as
at Magnet Range, Mount Bischoff, Branxholm, and
Ringarooma, concealing and composed of the waste of the
oldest or pre-Archaean rocks, with associated stanniferous
granites and porphyries ; again, as at Macquarie Harbour,
Beaconsfield, Lefroy, Back Creek, Tullochgorum, Man-
gana, and Black Boy, bordering and concealing the
Bilurian slates with quartz dykes and veins, from the
destruction of which they have derived their auriferous
drifts. At Geilston, Cornelian Bay, Hobart, Sandy Bay,
and One-Tree Point they are associated with the mud-
stones and intrusive greenstones ; while at Launceston,
Longford, Ross, Jerusalem, and Hamilton, they are mainly
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derived from the associated or underlying sandstones, clays,
shales, and carbonaceous formations of Mesozoic age.
In each case, notwithstanding the similarity or identity
of fossil plants common to them all, the nature of the
later rocks shows that the mineral characteristics of each
basin vary in correspondence with the rocks with which
they are now immediately associated, and from the waste
of which, in the main, they originally derived theii" sands,
clays, grits, and gravels.
The clays and ferruginous sandstones are in most places
replete with the remains of a luxuriant vegetation, among
which the leaf impressions of forms more alhed to the
existing European flora are especially noticeable— such as
those belonging to certain extinct species of the oak, elm,
beech, laurel, willow, and elder. With these occur ancestral
forms of banksia, lomatia, eucalyptus, pittosporum, cinna-
mon, fig, araucaria, and other conifers. The mixture in
our Tertiary formations of types which characterise widely
separated provinces of the globe at the present day is very
interesting, and has already been commented upon in a
previous chapter. It would seem that the Phylones or
ancestral-types of the existing flora had already attained a
very high state of development and specialization into well-
known generic types in the early Tertiary period, and
that the existing vegetation, restricted more or less to
particular provinces, now only partially preserves the
descendants of genera once more widely distributed. The
tendency of influences operating in later times apparently
is marked in the isolation into widely separated provinces
of generic groups, once intimately associated together,
rather than in the direction of newer generic creations ;
and, therefore, it is absolutely true, as indicated by Dr.
von Ettingshausen, " the materials for comparison of the
flora of any one province, or even hemisphere, are not at
all sufficient for the investigation of the Tertiary one, and
must be completed from other floras of the globe."
During the last seventeen years the author has also
devoted much time to the investigation of the Tertiary
Flora of Tasmania, the results of which have been com-
municated in a series of papers to the Royal Society of
Tasmania. Nine of these papers* (with numerous figures
» 1. Johnston (R. M.) Regarding the composition and extent of certain
Tertiary Beds in and around Launceston. Proc. K. Soc. of Tas-
mania for 1873, pp. 34-48 (sections and figures).
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of fruit, leaf impressions, &c.) are devoted to the eluci-
dation of the Tertiary lacustrine deposits and their plant
remains.
Prior to the author's investigations certain of the deposits
were briefly described by Dr. Milligan, Count Strzelecki,
Professor Morris, the illustrious Darwin, and Morton
Allport ; and two or three of the plant remains were
figured by Strzelecki in his work on " The Physical
Description of New South Wales and Van Diemen's
Land." It is from such sources, and from various col-
lections examined, that the eminent phytologists, Baron
von Mueller (Sir Ferd.), of Victoria, and Baron von
Ettingshausen, of Vienna, have been enabled recently to
make a more systematic investigation of the Tertiary Flora
of Tasmania. Tiie investigations of Baron von Ettins-s-
hausen are summarised in an abstract recently communi-
cated to the Geological Magazine, in which the labours
of the author are kindly acknowledged. As the views of
Baron von Ettingshausen are of the greatest value in
matters pertaining to palseo-botany, the portion dealing
more particularly with the Tasmanian Flora is here repro-
duced.
In relation to the Travertin at Geilston, near, Hobart,
Baron von Ettingshausen v/rites :—" This Travertin has
been ably investigated and written on by Mr. R. M.
Johnston. I have examined in the British Museum a
2. Johnston (R. M.) The Laur.ceston Tertiary Basin ; second paper.
Proc. R. Soc. of Tasmania for 1874, pp. 29 and 53-62 (figures).
3. Note on the discovery of Sjyondylostrobus Smythii (V.
Mueller), and other Fruits in the Deep-lead Drift at Brandy Ci'eek
(Beaconsfield) Gold Field. Ibid for 1879, pp. 29-41.
4. Table of the Fossil Flora of Australia of the Tertiarv period.
Ibid for 1879, p. 29.
5. Notes on the relations of the Yellow Limestone (Travertin)
of Geilston Bay, with other fluviatile and lacustrine Deposits in
Tasmania and Australia, together with DescrijDtiona of two New
Fossil Helices. Ibid for 1879, pp. 81-90.
6. Notes showing that the Estuary of the Derwent was occupied
by a Freshwater Lake during the Tertiary period. J&irf for 1881,
pp. 1-21 (diagrams and figures).
7. Description of some Fossil Loaves from Tertiary deposits at
Mount Bischoff. Ibid f'lr 1885, pp. cxii-cxiii (figures).
8. Description of new species of Fossil Leaves from the Tertiary
deposits of Mount Bischoff, belonging to the genera Eucalyptus^
Laurus, Quercus, Lamia, fee. Ibid for 1885, pp. 322-325 (figures).
9. Notes. Ibid for 1886, pp. xx-xxi, (figures).
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series of fossil plants from Risdon, Geilston Quarry, and
Shoobridge's Limekiln, &c., near Hobart. The first is
one of the best localities for the Travertin containing the
leaves. In the British Museum there is also a series of
fossil plant-remains, which are labelled ' JErebus and
Terror,' and were collected during the exploring voyage
of those vessels to the Antarctic Seas by Dr. C. M'Cor-
mick, who was attached as Surgeon and Naturalist to the
Erebus. The fossil plants I examined came from the
Tertiary Travertin, which is so extensively developed in
the neighbourhood of Hobart Town. Finally, I have also
examined the figures (afterwards reproduced) in R. M.
Johnston's Paper (' Notes showing that the Estuary of the
Derwent was occupied by a Freshwater Lake during the
Tertiary period.' Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1881, pp. 1-21
[5 plates, sections ; and 6 plates, containing 102 figures)],
with the view of enlarging the knowledge of this interest-
ing fossil flora. It contains till now 35 species, which are
distributed into 21 genera and 17 families. Of the species
I have to mention
—
Araucaria Johnstoni (V. Mueller),
Myrica Eyrei, closely allied to M. salicina of the European
Miocene ; Betula Derwentensis, corresponding to the
Miocene B. Brongniariii ; Alnus Muelleri, nearly allied
to the Miocene A. gracilis
;
Quercus Tasmanii, like the
Q. PalcBococcus of the fossil flora of Radoboj ; Fagus
Risdoniana, nearly allied to F. Deiicalionis ; Salix Cor-
micMi, closely allied to S. varians ; Cinnamomum Wood-
wardii, allied to the Miocene C. Scheuchzeri ; Lomatia
prcB-longifolia, allied to Z. borealis of the European, and
to L. Torreyi of the American Tertiary flora, as well as
to the living Australian L, longifolia ; JDryandroides
Johnstoni, referring to living species of Bnnksia and
Brynndra ; Coprosma prce-cuspidifolia, the ancestral
species of the living C. cuspidifolia of Australia ; Ecki-
tonium obscurum, allied to E.macrospermum ofthe European
Miocene flora ; Elceocarpus Bassi, nearly allied to the
Miocene E. Albrechti ; Sapindiis Tasmanicus, nearly
allied to S. falcifolius of the European Miocene ; Cassia
Flindersii, allied to C. ambigiia of the same strata.
Besides these, species of Apocynophyllum, Cordia, Premna,
Sapotacites, and Ceratopetalum occur. This flora contains
more characteristic genera referable to the living Australian
flora than that of Dalton, in New South Wales, especially
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such genera as Lomatia, Dryundroides, Coprosma, Ccra-
topetalum, but with a great number of genera occurring
in the Tertiary flora of Europe, North America, and
North Asia.
" Th« species are mostly allied to Miocene, and there-
fore the leaf-beds of the Tertiary Travertin belong, I
believe, to the Miocene formation.
" The result of my report is as follows :—I find the
Tertiary Flora of Australia is far more nearly allied to
the Tertiary Floras of other Continents than to the living
flora of Australia. It seems, therefore, that the numerous
forms which characterise the latter have been developed
out of Pliocene or Post-Tertiary forms of plants till now
unknown to us. The recent flora of Australia contains
also genera which characterise other floras, but not the
Australian, It was till now enigmatical how they came
to form part of tliis recent flora, as the species are endemic,
and have not wandered ; for instance, the species of the
European and North American genus Fagus, of the
Asiatic genera Taherncemontana and JElcBcarpus, &c.
" As some of them now have been discovered in the
Australian Tertiary,—for instance, the above-named,
—
there is no doubt they passed over into the living flora
from the Tertiary. The proofs of this may be easily intro-
duced into palseo-botanical science by means of future
discoveries and investigations : for in every case the more
species from large and well-preserved series, the more
readily shall we be enabled to show the origin of our
living floras."
Basalt and Basaltic Tuffs.—One of the most charac-
teristic features marking the close of the Palaeogene period
in Tasmania is the prevalence of extensive sheets, dykes,
and masses of nepheline and anamesite basalts, associated
with basaltic tuffs, already referred to in a former chapter
under the heading "Volcanic Activity," p. 152. These
basalts, although sometimes found as conical hills and
isolated patches, are generally spread out over the Tertiary
leaf-beds as sheets or terraces along the valleys or plains,
as in the neighbourhood of Bronte, Great Lake, Mount
Bischoff, Deloraine, Port Sorell, Campbell Town, Avoca,
Cornelian Bay, Beauty Bay, Branxholm.
The rock varies considerably in composition, colour,
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structure, and texture. Some of the characteristics are
due to having been subjected to different degrees of pres-
sure and various modes of coohng, but more frequently
to the effect of long continued action of decomposing
agencies. The structure of the rock is mainly sphseroidal,
polygonal, or hexagonal, concretionary, and much jointed,
although sometimes showing a very perfect columnar or
prismatic appearance as at Emu Bay and other places
along the North-West Coast ; and the texture varies from
compact to vesicular, vesicular-amygdaloid, or spongy
(basaltic pumice) ; the latter form, as at One-Tree Point,
Hobart, often so light that it floats in water, and, but for
its black or brownish colour, might readily be mistaken
for true trachyte-pumice. In Tasmania, as in the older
eruptive basalts of Victoria, the three sub-species of basalt
(1. Dolerite, Dolerite- Lava; 2. Anamesite, Anamesite
Lava ; 3, Basalt, Basalt Lava) may graduate vertically
or laterally into each other. Professor Ulrich's description
of these three sub-species of basalt, with respect to Victoria,
serve equally well for Tasmania, and may be of much
value to local geologists. He states :
—
" Proceeding now to a special description of the older
and newer basalts relative to their lithological character,
bearing in mind their essential mineral composition, viz.
—
" augite," " labradoi'ite," and " titaniferous iron,"—we
have in Victoria the three established sub-species,—viz.
dolerite, anamesite, and basalt,—besides an infinite number
of varieties dependent on texture and other characters.
(1) "Dolerite, Dolerite Lava.—A crystalhne-granular,
dark and light-bluish or greenish-grey rock, in
which crystals of its principal components (augite
and labradorite) can be distinctly recognised by
the naked eye. This species has not as yet been
observed within the older basalt areas, and is also
rare within those of the newer.
(2) "Anamesite, Anamesite Lava.—Of a bluish or
greenish, often brownish grey or black colour,
and distinctly recognisable, yet so finely crys-
talline-granular a texture, that the component
minerals (augite and labradorite) cannot be clearly
distinguished without the aid of the magnifying
glass, and then only by their difference in colour.
It is apparently the most prevailing. Its frac-
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ture is flat-conclioidal, with a glittering surface,
and it is sometimes rendered porphyritic by
crystals of hornblende and oligoclase, and grains
of olivine" (one of the varieties placed under
this group is described by Professor Ulrich as
nepheUnite), "having numerous crystals (hexa-
gonal prisms) of nepheline, some more or less
decomposed, besides large plates of black or
brown mica, patches of triclinic feldspar, appa-
rently oligoclase, crystals of black hornhleiide,
and large grains of titaniferous iron." This
variety is also in places characterised " by the
great abundance of zeolites, especially analcime
and natrolite."
(3) " Basalt, Basalt Lava.—Dark grey to mostly black,
quite homogeneous-looking ; in fracture gene-
rally somewhat dull, though in some places
. . . quite of the aspect of Lydian stone.
(a) " Earthy Basalt.—A bluish, greyish, or
brownish black, mottled, earthy-looking,
and more or less vesicular mass, with fre-
quently embedded nodules of a denser
texture, found in some places on top of
the plains, and also beneath sheets of hard
basalt.
(h) " Basalt Scoria.—Of dark brown or black
colour, highly vesicular or cellular ; the
vesicles or cells irregular in size and shape,
and showing glazed walls very similar to
some of the slags of iron furnaces. It
occurs in masses of irregular shape and
of all sizes, principally on the tops and
slopes of the craters and points of erup-
tion. The same is the case with
—
(c) " Basaltic Pumice.—A scoria, so spongy
and light that it floats in water, and
might, except for its black or brownish-
black colour and absence of fibrous
texture, be mistaken for true trachyte-
pumice." (Occurs at One-Tree Point,
Hobart).
{d) " Basaltic Ash (Tuff).—Earthy and com-
pacted, ashy-grey or brown, sometimes
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mottled in these colours ; found near
craters and points of eruption, frequently
in stratified layers. The compacted kinds
are in some localities (Warrnambool,
Terang, &c.) advantageously used as
building stone, being, when freshly broken,
soft enough to be sawn into blocks of all
sizes, but hardening considerably on ex-
posure to the atmosphere."
'' Both the older and newer basalt rocks are rich in
accessory minerals, partly original, partly of secondary
origin. As the most noteworthy original mineral may be
mentioned. Olivine—common in all our basalts, but more
especially characteristic of the newer ; in fact it is so
frequent in places (Deloraine, Table Cape) as quite to
assume the place of an essential constituent of the rock.
It is generally of an olive-green, sometimes emerald and
bottle-green colour, has a glassy lustre, and appears in
grains and larger and smaller nests or polygonal masses
of granular texture, up to several pounds in weight, irregu-
larly distributed through the rocks. ... It seems to
decomjoose more readily than the mass of the rock, leav-
ing behind it a reddish-brown substance, principally con-
sisting of hydrous ferric oxide."
In their mode of occurrence, the three sub-species and
their varieties, so graphically described by Professor
Ulrich, differ in some respects from those described from
basalt districts in Europe, inasmuch as they do not always
occur in distinct masses with defined outlines, but rather,
as described by Professor Ulrich, whom the author has so
largely quoted, they " form here rather irregular portions
of undefinable size and shape, graduating one into the
other, laterally as well as vertically throughout the same
sheet or stream of lava. They present, in fact, only as it
were, differing forms and stages of mineral aggregation
during the cooling of the molten matter. The same quarry
yields thus frequently both anamesite and basalt, and at
Malmsbury a quarry produces, besides these, oho dolerite."
It is evident, from a study of these igneous rocks, that
the eruption from the same point took place again and
again after considerable intervals of repose, and this is
substantiated at One-Tree Point, at Hobart, and also at
Geilston, by the discovery of bone breccia lying under a
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solid sheet of basalt, and apparently occupying the crevices
of the partly denuded surface of an older flow. The bones





Formerly both Mr, Gould and Mr. Allport concluded
from the bone remains that the " Geilston travertin must
be of Recent Tertiary or Post-Tertiary age," and conse-
quently that the associated intrusive basalt must be of still
more recent origin.
The discovery of certain fossil seeds of plants, which
have since proved to be identical with fruits widely distri-
buted in Australia and Tasmania, in Palseogene forma-
tions, led Mr. Allport to enquire more particularly into
the circumstances connected with the discovery of the fossil
bones. This enquiry fully justified his supposition that
the bones were obtained from a matrix derived from the
originally deposited travertin, and deposited in crevices of
the same rock probably formed by the intrusion of the
overlying basalt. (Notice of Roy. Soc. Proc. of Tas.,
13th June, 1876).
In a paper on the Launceston Tertiary Basin, read
before the Royal Society of Tasmania in the year 1876,
the author suggested that the travertin beds might belong
to the sam.e series as those in the neighbourhood of Laun-
ceston, and possibly of the same age as the marine beds
at Table Cape and elsewhere in Australia. Tliis sugges-
tion was made because of the close resemblance between
certain of the undetermined leaf remains common in the
respective deposits, and from the circumstance that all
the deposits referred to are capped by a more or less
decomposed basalt ; all of which, upon analysis, proves to
be the same chemically and structurally. Professor Ulrich
also informed the author that the basalts at Geilston Bay,
Breadalbane, and Table Cape are essentially the same as
the rock known as the " Older Volcanic " in Victoria,
which also frequently caps the marine beds in Victoria,
now certainly proved to be of the same horizon as the
marine beds at Table Cape. The recent discovery of
Sapotacites oligoneuris (Ett.) in the inarine beds of Table
Cape, also common to the lacustrine beds, seems to confirm
this view.
The author has also gathered abundant evidence of the
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very wide distribution of this rich soil-maker from nearly
all parts of Tasmania, particularly in the plains about
Campbell Town, Fingal, Avoca, Piper's River, Myrtle
Bank, Ringarooma, Deloraine, George Town, Torquay,
Flinders' Island, Lake St. Clair, Mount BischofF, Middle-
sex Plains, Cattley Plains, &c,, in all which places it forms
the rich chocolate soil of the district, and in auriferous and
stanniferous regions it frequently overspreads the older
auriferous and stanniferous drifts.
Through the praiseworthy labours of Professor Ralph
Tate, Professor Hutton, R. Etheridge, Jun., R. L, Jack,
S. H. Wilkinson, F. A. Krause, Rev. J. E. Tenison-
Woods, S. H. Wintle, R. A. F. Murray, A. W. Howitt,'
Norman Taylor, Daintree, Thureau, Brough Smythe, and
other Australian geologists, abundant materials for the
determination of the Tertiary beds have been gathered
together, and, recently, in the hands of the leading palaeon-
tologists they have yielded important results. From the
writings of the gentlemen named we may learn that the
extensive fluviatile and lacustrine formations in Australia,
particularly at Haddon, Bacchus Marsh, Malmsbury,
Daylesford, Werribee, Beechworth, Tangii River, Gui-
gong, Richmond River, Orange River, and in the Darling-
Downs, Queensland, are the equivalents of similar deposits
in Tasmania at Beaconsfield, Nine-Mile Springs, Muddy
Creek, Tamar, Breadalbane, Avoca, included within my
definition of the Launceston Tertiary Basin, and also of
the yellow limestone of Geilston Bay, Hobart, and similar
deposits elsewhere in various parts of the Island. These
freshwater deposits are undoubtedly of vast extent and of
great thickness. The relations of the isolated though
closely related groups of beds cannot be definitely ascer-
tained, nor, when we take into consideration existing
distribution of particular vegetable and animal forms, can
we hope to draw satisfactory conclusions in regard to their
exact sequence. The preponderance of proteaceous forms
in one locality, or of coniferous remains in another, gives
no clue to chronological sequence. It may only indicate
the existence of varied forms of contemporaneous vege-
table life under, perhaps, slightly altered circumstances as
regards area, soil, or altitude.
No better conception of the restriction of particular
forms to certain areas can be had than from a glance at
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the distribution of certain forms of the existing flora and
fauna, e.g., Fagus Cunninghami, Frenela Ausiralis, Ano-
dopetalum biglandulosum, Arthrotaxis cupressiformis.
Acacia dealbata, Eucalyptus globulus, Hanksiu serrata ;
and Helix Launcestonensis, H. antialba, H. Weldii, H.
Pictilis, H. Bischoffensis, H. lampra, and Bulimus Tas-
manicus. The remarkable restriction of these examples
affords striking illustrations of localization. With respect
to land and freshwater contemporaneous remains, too, we
ought to expect greater local differences in separate areas
than in more widely separated contemporaneous areas of
marine formations.
In summing the general features of the Palceogene
period in Tasmania, the author was much struck with
their resemblance to the general features of the Lower
Miocene of France as described by Lyell. In respect of
these he remarks^ :
—
" Lacustrine strata, belonging for the most part to the
same Miocene system, as Calcaire de la Beauce, are again
met with further south in Auvergne, Cantal, and Velay.
They appear to be the monuments of ancient lakes, which,
like some of those now existing in Switzerland, once
occupied the depressions in a mountainous region, and
have been each fed by one or more rivers and torrents.
" The country where they occur is almost entirely com-
posed of granite and different varieties of granitic schist,
with here and there a few patches of secondary strata
much dislocated, and which have suffered great denuda-
tion. There are also some vast piles of volcanic matter,
the greater part of which is newer than the freshwater
strata, and is sometimes seen to rest upon them, while
a small part has evidently been of contemporaneous
origin. . .
" The study of these regions possess a peculiar interest,
very distinct in kind from that derivable from the investi-
gation either of the Parisian or English tertiary areas. For
we are presented in Auvergne with the evidence of a series
of events of astonishing magnitude and grandeur, by which
the original form and features of the country have been
greatly changed, yet never so far obliterated but that they
may still, in part at least, be restored in imagination.
» Elements of Geology, 1871, pp. 20C-207.
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Great lakes have disappeared—lofty mountains have been
formed by the reiterated emission of lava, preceded and
followed by showers of sand and scoriae—deep valleys have
been subsequently furrowed out through masses of lacus-
trine and volcanic origin—at a still later date . . .
new lakes have been formed by the damming up of rivers,
and more than one assemblage of quadrupeds, birds,
plants—Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene—have followed
in succession
;
yet the region has preserved from first to
last its geographical identity ; and we can still recall to
our thoughts its external condition and physical structure
before these wonderful vicissitudes began, or while a part
only of the whole had been completed."
This remarkable picture of the lacustrine formations of
the south of France would be a tolerably faithful descrip-
tion if taken with special reference to similar formations
of vast extent in Victoria and Tasmania.
Climate of the Palceogene Period.
The climate, as evidenced by the rich flora and fauna,
has already been discussed, p. 153. It is probable that
the climate varied from subtropical to temperate between
the close of the Mesozoic and the commencement of the
Neogene periods.
Neogene Epoch.
Upper Tertiary.—In Tasmania a series of deposits,
generally resting either upon the Palseogene basalts or the
lacustrine or marine beds. These deposits consist mainly of
clays of various shades of colour, sands coarse and fine,
ferruginous sands, and, more conspicuously, of gravels and
pebbles, frequently conglomerated among which, in many
localities, as at Longford, occur a wonderful abundance of
waterworn pebbles derived from the sihcified stems of
conifers and other fossil trees. The apparent absence of
marine formations and of the newer basalts, found in
Victoria, render it difficult to mark the upper limits of
this division with any degree of satisfaction. The absence
of fossils, other than those derived from the lower divisions,
also deprives the classifier of the most reliable guidance
in such matters. There is little doubt, however, so far as
Tasmania is concerned, that there is represented a perfect
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continuity of land and freshwater deposits from the
Mesozoic period to the present time. As we cannot, there-
fore, look for any limit corresponding to a complete strati-
graphic break, and as no contemporaneous fossil organisms
have yet been found which would help us to fix the
character of the various beds, the evidence as to their age
must be based upon the nature of their position in relation
to altitude,' superposition, and particularly to the earlier
signs of erosion of existing lake-basins, valleys, and water-
courses (500 to 700 feet above existing channels) through-
out Tasmania. Among the more important of these
deposits may be noted the gravelly and gritty accumula-
tions forming the older terraces overlying the Archaean
and Silurian formations of the western part of Tasmania,
and more particularly the older gravel drift terraces of the
600 to 700 feet level forming the upper zone of the
Launceston Tertiary Basin, occupying nearly the whole of
the rolling plains drained by the Tamar and its important
tributaries. Fine sections of these older INeogene drifts
are to be seen in the neighbourhood of Breadalbane,
Perth, and Longford.
Where there are elevated plains composed of lignites,
leaf-beds, clays, or older basalts in ascending order, and
where these, again, are immediately succeeded by sand-
stones, pebble drifts, and conglomerat-es, we may with
some degree of confidence separate the latter from similar
deposits formed by erosion of the older formations, and
redistributed along the lower levels of the broad valleys,
now in places cut to a depth of more than 500 feet below
the levels of the ancient lakes and watercourses. Forma-
tions, often of great thickness, fringing the shores of
Macquarie Harbour, and occurring in the neighbourhood
of Port Davey, Pieman Biver, and Long Plains, afford
similar evidence. Between the Arthur Ranges and the
parallel channel of the Upper Huon similar elevated
terraces, with deeply cut cross valleys eroded by old or
"existing tributaries, also afford evidence of the great extent
of formations accumulated during the Neogene period.
The older gravel drifts, sometimes 70 feet above the
more recent alluvial fiats bordering the River Derwent,
and forming terraces flanking the mud stones of Upper
Palaeozoic age, are also no doubt members of the Neogene
period. Evidences of a similar character in the north-east
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are also abundant in the older terraces of the stanniferous
region in the vicinity of Gladstone, Moorina, and Ringa-
rooma.
Similar deposits exist in Victoria and New South Wales,
and the same difficulties in respect of classification are
there also experienced. The descriptions of local geologists
in Victoria and New South Wales in respect of these
Australian deposits are quite applicable to Tasmania. For
example, if we take the graphic description of the Neogene
rocks of New South Wales, so ably given by the Head of
the Geological Department, Mr, G. S. Wilkinson, we may
see that the relationship and character of the rocks and
the difficulties of classification are very similar. At page
67 of the publication issued by the Mines Department
(1882.
—
Notes on the Geology of New South Wales), Mr.
Wilkinson writes :
—
" Now the remains of old river beds do actually occur
upon these high lands (above the 800 feet level), but as
no fossils have been found in them, it is doubtful whether
they belong to the Miocene or Pliocene periods. Without
the aid of fossils or of natural sections showing the relation
of these deposits to older or newer formations, there will
always be a difficulty in determining their age. In fact
it will almost be impossible to draw a hard and fast line
between them, as the subaerial conditions of the Miocene
period continued into the Pliocene ; for, during the
Upper Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene periods the
land appears to have been gradually rising, and, of course,
subject to continued atmospheric denudation, which varied
occasionally in intensity. During this long period the
valleys were gradually eroded, though at intervals they
were partly filled with fiuviatile deposits and flows of lava,
and then eroded to deeper levels. Thus in every large
valley, as that in which the Macquarie drains, we find at
different elevations terraces of gravel and alluvium which
mark the successive levels of the valleys during the in-
tervals when the denuding agencies were not sufficiently
powerful to prevent the accumulation of such deposits.
The more ancient of these fiuviatile drifts are sometimes
covered with basalt, showing that these old valleys, during
their erosion, were at different times modified by the
flowing into them of lava through which the drainage
water either cut a fresh channel or was diverted, and
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eroded on taking another direction. In many places along
the high lands of the Great Dividing Range the basaltic
lava completely filled the shallovrer valleys and formed
extensive plateaux, such as we see in the New England
District." It is remarkable how applicable these remarks
of Mr. Wilkinson are with respect to Tasmania. The
description could not be more accurately given if applied
to similar formations on the Magnet Range, at Mount
Bischoif, and in the valleys of the North and South Esk,
near Launceston.
Climate of the Neogene Period.
The evidences available with respect to climate are
vague and unsatisfactory, as already indicated, p. 155. It
is clear, however, that the conditions under which the
successive irregular coarse shiugly terrace drifts had been
formed in the main valleys were very diiferent from those
under which the Palaeogene formations were deposited,
and it is also probable—as suggested in respect of
equivalent formations in New Soath Wales by Mr. G. S.
Wilkinson, and in South Australia by Professor Tate
—
that the mode of deposition and other circumstances indi-
cate a much greater rainfall than at present. The paucity
of life in the formations, by itself—while depriving us of
the aid of Palaeontology in the classification of the rocks
and in inferring local climatic conditions—only affords
negative evidence in support of a growing refrigeration of
climate.
Whether this supposed change in the direction of a
colder climate became sufficiently intense within the period
to produce the local ice sheets and glaciers—of which there
is evidence in valleys of the Western Highlands, notably
along the deeply cut ravines of the Mackintosh River
it is difficult to determine. It is quite conceivable, how-
ever, that simultaneously with the rising of the floor of
the old Palseogene sea the adjacent land partook of a
corresponding elevation, and we may therefore expect to
find, as a direct consequence, a considerable change of
temperature over the limits of the areas so affected.
There is additional support to this view from the circum-
stance that in the opinion of Professor Huttoh correspond-
ing causes were producing similar effects in New Zealand
during the interval between the Pareora system and the
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marine beds of the Wangaiiui system, an interval which
closely corresponds witli that which divides the Palseogene
and Neogene epochs in Australia and Tasmania. Thus,
in his " Sketch of the Geology of New Zealand " (Quart.
Journal Geol. Soc, May, 1885, p. 211), Professor Hutton
states, " the former great extension of our glaciers was
caused by greater elevation of the land^ during the
interval between the Pareora system and the marine beds
of the Wanganui system." He adds, however, that com-
plete proof is wanting owing to the absence of fossils, as
in the raised terrace drifts of Tasmania.
It may be well to state, however, that the indications
pointing to a glacial period in Australia have been referred
by some geologists to causes which introduced more
recently the glacial epoch in Europe and North America,
and that the traces of glaciers on the Alps of New Zealand
and Austraha were deemed by them to be the counterpart
of effects produced during the glacial epoch in the
northern hemisphere, and attaining their maximum there
during the Pleistocene period.
But although it be admitted that the primary cause of
the glacial epoch in the northern hemisphere in the
Pleistocene period may be due to the high phase of eccen-
tricity of the earth's orbit in combination with winter in
aphelion—the effect of precession—it does not necessarily
follow that the extreme effects of glaciation have been
produced in both hemisjDheres or in different epochs by the
recurrence ofsuch astronomical causes alone. It is admitted
that warm ocean currents have such an important bearing
upon the question that, if they were not debarred to a
great extent from the hemisphere specially affected by the
astronomical causes referred to, glaciation of an extraor-
dinary character would not be appreciable. Now the
preponderance and the nature of the distribution of the
land in the northern hemisphere render the latter more
liable to the obstruction or diversion of the warm equatorial
ocean currents, produced by geographical changes, while,
with the smaller extent of elevated land and its insular
position, the southern hemisphere would be comparatively
unaffected. It is also conceivable that during the Cre-
taceous and early Tertiary period the greater part of the
^The marine beds attain an elevation of more than 2000 feet near Najiier.
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western equatorial current of the Pacific Ocean swept
southwards through the then broad open mesial gulf
dividing Eastern and Western Australia, and the diversion
of this powerful warm current upon the rising of the land
towards the close of the Falceogene period may have had
a larger influence in lowering the local temperature than
that due to the astronomical causes referred to.
The effect of the influence of warm oceanic currents in
equalising or modifying local climatic effects, however
produced, cannot well he over-estimated in regions open
to their passage. To them we owe, as Dr. James Croll,
Wallace, and others have so admira])iy shown, all the
amelioration of climate in regions which otherwise would
be uninhabitable. Wallace, in his very remarkable work,
"Island Life," p. 183, states: "Owing to the peculiar
distribution of land and sea upon the globe, more than its
fair proportion of the warm equatorial waters is directed
towards the western shores of Europe, the result being
that the British Isles, Norway, and Spitzbergen have all
a milder climate than any other parts of the globe in
corresponding latitudes. That such considerations must
have great weight with those who are directing their
attention to the possibility ofa glacial epoch in the Southern
Hemisphere in later times corresponding to that of the
Northern Hemisphere during the Pleistocene period is
most certain ; for, as Mr. Wallace explicitly states (p. 201,
loc. cit.), " a concurrence of favourable geographical con-
ditions is essential to the initiation of glaciation"...
and, he continues : " When, however, geographical con-
ditions favour warm Arctic climates—as it has been shown
they have done throughout the larger portion of geological
time—then changes of eccentricity, to however great an
extent, have no tendency to bring about a state of glacia-
tion, because warm oceanic currents have a prepon-
derating influence, and without very large areas of high
. land to act as condensers no perpetual snow
is possible, and hence the initial process of glaciation does
not occur."
Accordingly, from the very smaller proportion of elevated
land in the Southern Hemisphere, and from the impro-
bability of the equatorial ocean currents having been
appreciably excluded at any time, owing to the absence of
connected land barriers, it is reasonable to infer that the
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combined effects of astronomical and ^geographical causes
—
similar to those which brought about the glacial epoch in
Europe and North America—are not likely to have
operated intensely in Australasia. That this seems to be
the more reasonable view as regards Australia is borne
out by local evidences.
In the first place, the Neogene epoch of Tasmania
corresponds with the Pliocene epoch of Europe, and,
consequently, whatever the local chmatic conditions may
have been, they cannot in all respects be referred to causes
which entered into combination in a succeeding epoch in
the Northern Hemisphere. In the second place, while
admitting the evidence of former glaciation in local alpine
regions, there is no satisfactory proof that the erratics
found in such regions belong to the period in which our
raised terrace drifts were formed, and neither in these nor
in the latter deposits of the extensive lower levels do we
find any clear signs of ice action, such as are exhibited so
widely in Europe and America, in the shape of moraines,
boulder drift, striated blocks, perched blocks, and other
huge ice-born erratics, Sec. On the contrary, the pre-
vailing terrace drifts in Tasmania are formed from
materials derived from the adjacent or underlying rocks
;
and, with the exception of huge boulders at the base or on
the slopes of mountain ranges, clearly traceable to gravi-
tation, there is not the slightest trace of rock masses which
would necessitate the agency of ice as a means of trans-
port, if we except also those evidences in alpine regions
in the Western Highlands, which are, more probably,
local effects due mainly to a much greater elevation of the
land in former times. The author is personally familiar
with the various evidences of glaciation in Scotland at the
higher and lower levels, and his knowledge of Tasmania
is sufficiently wide to enable him to state with confidence
that corresponding evidences in the latter place are entirely
wanting within the Tertiary and later periods.
The Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods, A. W. Howitt, and
others having a most intimate knowledge of Australian
Geology, give similar evidence as regards the absence of
unmistakable signs of glaciation other than those now due
to greater elevation, as in the Alps of New Zealand at
the present day.
It is true, Professor Tate reports the occurrence of
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erratic boulders of granite and striated rock surfaces on
the beach near Adelaide, and the opinion of such an
experienced observer has great weight with me ; but
these signs, in the absence of further evidence, are not quite
satisfactory, and they have, moreover, received different
interpretations by other observers. Besides, as Professor
Tate states (p. 53, Jour, and Proc. R. Soc. of S. Australia,
1884-5) that " a glacial period and a pluvial period mean
the same to me (Professor Tate), being referable to the
same cause—rain or snow—according to latitude or eleva-
tion," it is evident that his views do not differ materially
from those concurred in by the author, who at present is
inclined to hold that, although astronomical conditions
may have been the initial cause of that intense form of
glaciation which characterises a true glacial epoch, their
direct influence would not have pi'oduced this effect, even
in the Northern Hemisphere, had they not been supple-
mented by geographical changes which barred the warm
equatorial currents from northern latitudes ; and it is
solely because of the absence or imperfection of the latter
combination necessary to produce a true glacial period,
that he dissents from the view Avkich attributes the milder
form of local glaciation in the Southern Hemisphere to
the combination which resulted in the glacial epoch of
Europe and North America during the Pleistocene period.
Dr. von Lendenfeld quite recently has discovered traces
of ancient glaciers in the Wilkinson Valley leading up to
the elevated plateau of Mount Kosciusco*, in the shape of
numerous rochs montonees and polished rocks, and his
observations are also of much interest. His interpretation,
however, is that (1) at the time of the glaciation of the
Southern Hemisphere Australia was subjected to a glacial
period as well as New Zealand ; (2) that the climate was
then not very cold, so that the glaciers only covered the
highest part of the Australian Alps, and were consequently
very small
; (3) that, with the exception of small glaciers
at the source of the Murray and at the head of the
Crackenbach, he concluded that it is not hkely that
glaciers existed anywhere else in Australia at the time,
although believed to be isochronous with similar alpine
glaciers in New Zealand.
* " The Glacial Period in Australia," by R. von Lendenfeld, Ph.D. (Proc.
Lin. Soc. N. S. Wales. Vol. X., Part I., pp. 44-53, plates).
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This glacial period, strangely enough, is referred to a
very recent period, 2000 or 3000 years ago, when he
assumes, even then, the existence of the gigantic Dipro-
todon and other extinct marsupials, together with a
pluviatile period, when the rivers were large, and when
there was a dense vegetation in many parts of the country
now barren. Professor Hutton accepts the facts of Dr.
von Lendenfeld as regards the glaciation of the Australian
Alps, but demurs to his conclusions both with respect to
the time of their occurrence and the conditions under
which they were caused. In his very interesting paper
"On the supposed Glacial Epoch in Australia" (Proc.
Lin. Soc. N. S. Wales, Vol. X., Part III., p. 335, he
observes : " But although I do not wish to deny the
former existence of these glaciers, it is necessary to point
out that it by no means follows that they were caused by
a glacial epoch ; because they might equally well have
been due to greater elevation combined with atmospheric
moisture, and no evidence is given to show that elevation
has not occurred." At page 338 he continues : " but all
New Zealand geologists, whatever views they may hold as
to the cause, are of opinion that the glacier epoch was
long antei'ior to the glacial epoch of Europe and North
America"; and, at p. 341, ihicL, he concludes : "If now
I should be asked, To what, then, do you attribute the
ancient glaciers of the Australian Alps ? I should answer,
It is more probable that Mount Kosciusco once stood
some three thousand feet higher than at present, when
Tasmania was joined to Australia, and Central Australia
was, perhaps, a vast lake, than that the temperature of the
surrounding ocean should have been reduced ten degrees
without any apparent cause, which is the only alternative."
These conclusions of Professor Hutton are in complete
harmony with the reasonings already advanced in this
section ; and, in the author's opinion, the evidences of Tas-
manian rocks lend them additional support.
